Flip-flops are the basis of all digital circuits. Learn
about the different typas and practical applications for them.
RAY MARSTON
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basic types: gates and flip-flops. The latter
are ;~lsoknown as bistable latches and
Inenlory elements. Many devices are
based o n Hip-flops, including counters,
dividers, shift registers, data latches, etc.,
as well as presettable upidown counters
and dividers, and other devices.
In this article we will explain how several types of Hip-flops work. Then we'll go
on to ciiscuss several versatile CMOS flioflops. Last, we'll show many practical
circuits that use flip-flops.
Basic principles
The simplest type of CMOS flip-flop is
the cross-coupled bistable latch shown in
Fig. !-(I. The circuit is built from two N O R
gatcs; it has two inputs (usually tied low
via pull-down resistors), and a pair of o~ltof-ohase outnuts. The circuit works like
this: If the sr:-r terminal is brieHy taken
high, the Q outpl~timmediately goes high,
and the
outp~ltgoes low. The crosscoupling between the two gates causes the
o ~ ~ t p uto
t s latch in that state. even when
both inputs are pulled low again. The only
way the output states can be changed is by
applying a high to the RESET terminal, in
which case the Q output immediately goes
low, and the 0 output goes high. Again,
cross-coupling causes the outp~ltsto latch
into the new state even when both inputs
ale pulled low.
Because of the latching action, the
basic Set-Reset (S-R) Hip-flop acts as a

simple memory element that "reinembers" which of the two inputs last went
high. Note, however, that the output state
cannot be predicted if both inputs go high
sin1ultaneously, so that ril~istnot be allowed to occur. Fig. l-b shows the symbol
of the S-R tlip-flop, aiid Fig. I-(, shows its
truth table.
The versatility of the basic circ~iitcan
be enhanced greatly by wiring an A N D
-gate in series with each input terminal as

from two
flop.

AND

gates, in addition to the S-R flip-

shown in Fig. 2. That way high input signals can reach the S-R Hip-Hop only when
the cloclc ti) signal is also high. Therefbrc. when CI I; is low, hot11 inputs of the
flin-tfop
. . are held low, irrcspcctive o f [he
states of the SET and l i t s ~ inputs.
r
so the
flip-flop functions as a 'permanent"
nlemory. However, when (-LX is high, the
circuit functions as n standard S--R Hipflop. Conseq~~ently,
information is not automaticailv latched into the H~D-HOD,but
must be "I-~ocl<eci"in; that's w'hy t i e circuit is known as a clocked S-R Hip-flop.
Figure 3-0 shows how to make the most
irnp<qrtant of a11 flip-flops, the clocked
master-slave flip-flop. It's built from two
clocked S-R flip-flops that are cascaded
and clocked out of phase via an inverter in
thc clock line.
It works as t0llows. When the (,[.ti input
is low, the inputs to the master flip.-llopare
enabled via the inverter, so the SL:.I,-RESET
data is accepted. However, the inputs to
the slave flip-flop are disabled, so the data
is not passed to the output terminals.
Then, when the CI.K input goes high, the
inputs to the ~nasterHip-tlop are disabled.
so the input data is latched in the outputs;
simultaneously, the input to the slave Hipflop is enabled, and the latched data is
passed to the c)tltput terminals. The symbol of the clocked master-slave Hip-Hop is
shown in Fig. 3-h.
The clocked master-slave flip-Hop can
be made to toggle (or divide by two) by
cross-coupling the input and output terminals as shown in Fig. 4-(1. By doing so.
S E . ~and (and K E S E . ~ancl Q ) are always at
opposite logic levels. So when CLK goes

FIG. 4-THE TOGGLE ORTYPE-T FLIP-FLOP (a)
is built from a clocked master-slave 'flip-flop. Its
symbol is shown in b.

low, the master flip-flop changes state.
When CLK goes high, the slave flip-flop
changes state. Note that the output states
change on the arrival of the leading edge
of each new clock pulse.
It takes two clock pulses to change the
output from one state to another and back
again, so the frequency of the output is
half the frequency of the clock. The circuit is known as a Toggle (or type-T) flipflop; its symbol is shown in Fig. 4-0.
The D flip-flop
The type-T flip-flop is a special device
that functions only as a counteridivider. A
far more versatile device is the Data or
type-D flip-flop, which is made by connecting the clocked master-slave flip-flop
as shown in Fig. 5-(1. In that circuit, an
inverter is wired between the s and K
terminals of the flip-flop, so those terminals are always out of phase, and the input
is applied via a single pin. Fig. 5-0 and
Fig. 5-c show the sy~nboland the truth
table of the type-D flip-flop, respectively.
A type-D flip-flop can be used as a data

latch by connecting it as shown in Fig.
6-(1,or as a binary counteridivider by connecting it as shown in Fig. 6-b.
The JK flip-flop
Figure 7-ti shows the basic circuit of an
even more versatile clocked flip-flop,
which is universally known as the JKtype. It can function either as a data latch,
a counteridivider, or as a do-nothing element by suitably connecting the J and K
terminals. The symbol of the J K flip-flop
is shown in Fig. 7-0, and its truth table is
shown in Fig. 7-c.
In essence, the JK flip-flop firnctions as
a T-type when inputs are both high, and as
a D-type when they're different. When
they're both low, the outputs remain unchanged when a pulse arrives.
Real-world devices
The two best-known clocked CMOS
flip-flops are the 4013 D-type and the
4027 JK-type. Each 1C contains two independent flip-flops that share power and
ground connections. Figure 8-0 shows the

FIG. 5-THE DATA OR TYPE-D FLIP-FLOP a is built from a clocked master-slave flip-flop. Its symbol is
shown in b, and its truth table in c.

latch (a) or as a divide-by-two counter (c)

FIG. 7-THE

functional diagram of the 4013; the truth
table of its clocked inputs is shown in Fig.
8-h. and that of its direct inputs is shown
in Fig. 8-c. Corresponding diagrams for
the 4027 are shown in Fig. 9-ti, Fig. 9 4 ,
and Fig. 9-c.
Note that both the 4013 and the 4027
have SET and RESET inputs in addition to
the normal clocked inputs. For both IC's

JK FLIP-FLOP'S CIRCUIT is shown in a, along with its symbol ( b ) and action table (c.)

those terminals are direct inputs that enable the clocked action of the flip-flop to
be overridden, in which case the device
functions as a simple unclocked S-R flipflop. For normal clocked operation, the
direct inputs must be grounded.
The 4013 and 4027 are fast-acting, so it
is important that their clock signals be
absolutely noise-free and bounceless, and
that they have risetimes and falltimes of
less than five ps. Both IC's clock on the
positive transition of the clock signal.
Ripple counters
The most popular application of the
clocked flip-flop is as a binary counter.
Fig. 10-0 shows how to connect the 4013
as a divide-by-two counter; Fig. 10-h
shows the corresponding connections for
the 4027. When clocked by a fixed-frequency waveform, both circuits give a
symmetrical square-wave output at half
the clock frequency.
As shown in Fig. 11, you can cascade
several ripple counters (so called because
of the way that cl&k pulses appear to
ripple from stage to stage) to provide division by successive powers of two. Figure
11-0 shows how to cascade two D-type
flip-flops, and Fig. 11-h shows how to
cascade two JK-type flip-flops to provide a
division ratio of 4 (2 x 2 or 2'). In a like
manner, Fig. 12-a and Fig. 12-0 show how
three stages can be cascaded to give a
division ratio of eight (23). In fact, an
arbitrary number of stages can be cascaded, as shown in Fig. 13, to provide a
division ratio of 211, where rz is the number
of stages.
The circuits shown in Fig. 11-Fig. 13
are known as ripple counters, because
each stage is clocked by the output of the
preceding stage, rather than by a master
clock signal. The effect, therefore, is that
the clock signal seems to "ripple"
through the counter chain. The problem is
that the propagation delays of all the dividers add together and provide a delay
that prevents the counter stages from
clocking synchronously. Counters of that
sort are in fact called asynchronous counters. If the outputs of the stages are decoded via gate networks, output glitches
and inaccurate decoding can result. .
Long ripple counters
Although 4013 and 4027 counters can
be cascaded to give any desired number of
stages, when more than four stages are
needed, it's usually economical to use a
special-purpose MSI ripple-carry b~nary
counteridivider IC. Our next few figures
show several examples.
L
The 4024, shown in Fig. 14, is a seven- 2
stage ripple counter; all seven outputs are rn
externally accessible. The IC provides a &
maximum division ratio of 128 (27). The 2

FIG. 11-TO DIVIDE FREQUENCY BY FOUR, you
can use a pair of D (a)or JK ( b )flip-flops.

shown in b and c, respectively.

FIG. 12-TO DIVIDE FREQUENCY BY EIGHT, yoti
can use three D (a)or JK (b)flip-flops.

trary factor 2", use n stages.
i n b and c, respectively.
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can use a D (a) or a JK (b)flip-flop.

you

4040, shown in Fig. 15, is a 12-stage device, of which all outputs are accessible.
$ It provides a maximum division ratio of
a 4096 (21'). The 4020, shown in Fig. 16, is

a 14-stage counter; all outputs except 2
and 3 are externally accessible. The 4020
provides a maximum division ratio of
16,384 (214).
Figure 17-0 shows details of the 4060.
It is another 14-stage device, but outputs
1, 2, 3, and I1 are not accessible. A special feature of the IC is that it incorporates
a built-in oscillator circuit. As shown in
Fig. 17-6 and Fig. 17-c, the device can use
either a crystal or an RC network to set the
frequency of oscillation.
The 4020, 4024, 4040, and 4060 IC's
all have Schmitt-trigger inputs that trigger
on the negative transition of each input
pulse. All of those counters can be set to
'

zero by applying a high level to the RESET
line.
Glitches
A two-stage divide-by-four ripple
counter, like that shown in Fig. 18-a, can
have four possible output states, as shown
in Fig. 18-b. Both outputs can be high,
both can be low, one can be high and the
other low, or the former low and the latter
high. Before any clock pulses have been
received, the Q 2 and Q I outputs are low.
When the first pulse arrives, QI goes high.
When the second pulse arrives, 02 goes
high and QI goes low. On the third pulse,
Q? and QI both go high. Last, on the fourth
pulse, ~ 7 - and
QI both go low again.

state, as shown in Fig. 18-c. Because the
ripple counter is an asynchronous device,
however, the propagation delay between
the two flip-flops may cause glitches to

Up and down counters.
A standard ripple counter counts u p
the decoded outputs increase in value with
each succeeding clock pulse. It is possi-

FIG. 14--PINOUT OF THE 4024 seven-stage ripple counter is shown here.

FIG. 15-PINOUT OF THE 4040 12-stage ripple
counter is shown here.

(120~tputsrespond to (he input signal as shown in bywhen they're combined as shown in c, a glitch
may be generated, as shown in d.

FIG. I G P I N O U T OF THE 4020 14-stage ripple
counter is shown here.

Each of the four possible states can be
decoded to provide four unique outputs by
~ ~ ~thei outputs
n g that are unique to each

appear in the decoded outputs, as shown
in Fig. 18-d. Of course, those types of
glitches are possible with any multi-stage
ripple counter, and the greater the number
of stages, the greater the total propagation
delay becomes, and the greater the problem with glitches. The solution to the
glitch problem is to use a clocked-logic
device, which we'll discuss momentarily.

ble, however, to build a counter that works
in the opposite direction. That type of
counter is called a down (or a subtract)
counter. The circuit is shown in Fig. 19-a;
its truth table is shown in Fig. 19-b.
Walking-ring (Johnson) counters
Ripple counters are useful where undecoded binary division is needed, but

FIG. 19--A DOWN-COUNTING RIPPLE COUNTER is shown in a; the truth-table is shown in b.
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FIG. 20--THE SYNCHRONOUS COUNTER eliminates glitches; a divide-by-three circuit is shown in a,
and its truth-table in b.

FIG. 21-A

SYNCHRONOUS DIVIDE-BY-FOUR CIRCUIT is shown in a; its truth table is shown in b.

(because of glitches) not where decoded
outputs are required. Fortunately, an alternative circuit, which is suitable for generating decoded outputs, is available. It is
known as the walking ring or Johnson
counter. It relies on the progran~mable"
nature of the JK flip-flop. which enables it
to act as a SET (or a RESET) latch, as a
"

each stage of the counting cycle. Remember that, when the clock is low, the
"instruction" is loaded (via the .I and K
inputs) into the flip-flop; the instruction is
carried out as the clock goes high.
So, at the start of the cycle, ~z and QI
are both low, and the "change state" instruction (JK code 11) is loaded into the
first flip-flop. Then the instruction "set 0 2
low" (JK code 01) is loaded into the first
flip-flop. When the first clock pulse arrives. the instruction is carried out, QI
goes high, and ~ 2 stays low.
When the clock goes low again, new
program information is fed to the flipflops. Flip-flop 1 is instructed to change
state (JK code ll), and flip-flop 2 is instructed to set 4 2 high (JK code 10). Those
instructions are executed on the positive
transition of the second clock pulse, causing ~ 2 to go high and QI to go low. When
the clock goes low again, new program
information is again fed to each flip-flop
from the output of its partner. The counting sequence then repeats a d injniturn.
S o in the walking-ring or Johnson
counter, all flip-flops are clocked in parallel, but are cross-coupled so that the response of one stage (to a clock pulse)
depends on the states of the other stages.
Walking-ring counters can be configured to give any desired count ratio. For
example, Fig. 21-a and Fig. 21-b show the
circuit and truth table respectively of a
divide-by-four counter. Figure 22-n and
Fig. 22-h show the circuit and truth table
respectively of a divide-by-five counter.

binary divider, or as a "do nothing" device. In a walking-ring counter, all flipflops are clocked simultaneously, so it is
also known as a synchronous counter.
Figure 20-0 shows the circuit and Fig.
20-b the truth table of a synchronous divide-by-three counter. Note that the truth
table shows the state of each flip-flop at

The 4018
When synchronous counts greater than
four are needed, it is usually economical
to use an MSI IC rather then several
4027's.
A suitable device is a 4018, a
presettable divide-by-N counter that can
be made to divide any whole number between 2 and 10 by cross-coupling input
and output terminals in various ways. That
IC incorporates a five-stage Johnson
counter, has a built-in Schmitt trigger in
its clock line, and clocks on the positive
transition of the input signal. The counter
is said to be presettable because the outputs can be set to a desired state at any
time by feeding the inverted binary code
to the Jam inputs (11-~5) and then loading
the data by taking pin 10 high.
Figure 23 shows how to connect the
4018 to give any whole-number division
ratio between 2 and 10. No additional
components are needed to obtain an even
division ratio, but a two-input A N D gate (a
4081, for example) is required to obtain an
odd division ratio.
Greater-than-ten division
Even division ratios greater than ten
can ~ ~ s u a lbe
l y obtained simply by cascading suitably scaled counter stages, as
shown in Fig. 24-a-Fig. 24-d. Non-standard and uneven division ratios can be

FIG. 22-A

SYNCHRONOUS DIVIDE-BY-FIVE CIRCUIT is shown in a; its truth table is shown in b.

Figure 26 shows how to make a four-bit
Serial-InISerial-Out (SISO) shift register.
A bit of binary data applied to the input is
passed to the output of the first flip-flop on
the application of the first clock pulse, to
the output of the second on the second
pulse. to the output of the third on the
third pulse, and .to the fourth (and final)
output on the fourth pulse. The circuit can
hold four bits of data at any given moregister is useful for dement. The $1~0
laying binary signals. or for storing bits of
binary data and unloading them (in serial
form) when reauired.
Figure 27 shbws how the previous cir-

FIG. 2 G T O STORE FOUR BITS OF DATA, all four inputs are clocked simultaneously.

FIG. 23--TO OBTAIN AN ODD DIVISION RATIO
with the 4018, an externalAND gate must be used.

FIG. 2 6 F O U R TYPE-D FLIP-FLOPS are cascaded to create a four-bit SISO shift register.

size may be obtained by cascading divider
stages and multiplying the division factor. In a is
a divide-by-12 (2 x 6) circuit, in b a divide-by-36
circuit (6 x E), in c a divide-by-50 (5 x lo),and in
d a divide-by-1000 (10 x 10 x 10) circuit.

obtained by using a standard synchronous
counter (the 4018. for e x a m ~ l e )and decoding the outputs to geneiat; suitable
counter-reset pulses when the desired
count is attained.
Latches and registers
Now let's move away from counters and
take a brief look at three other applications of the clocked master-slave flip-flop.

Figure 25 shows how to make a four-bit
data latch from four D-type flip-flops. The
data latch is useful for storing binary numbers or data. Input data is ignored until a
positive-going STORE pulse is applied. at
which point the latch stores the data and
outputs it on the Q outputs.

cuit can be converted to a S e rial-lnIParalle1-Out (SIPO) shift register
simply by using the Q outputs of each flipflop. The circuit might be useful, for example, in converting data transmitted
from a remote location in serial form to
the parallel form used by computers. R-E
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